ABSTRACT
Introduction
Following Struve's (1931) picture, shell stars are classical Be stars observed with their disks edge-on. The circumstellar disks lie between the observer and the central star (whereas the disks do not project on the photosphere in the case of classical Be stars) and this results in distinct phenomenology. For instance, their spectra exhibit sharp absorption profiles in Balmer lines and in lines from heavier elements that are ionized once. These deceased so-called shell lines are expected to be formed in the innermost section of the rotating disk. Their narrow profiles are the consequence of the extremely small differential velocity projected in the line of sight toward the star (where the rotation is perpendicular to the line of sight).
In the simplest case of an axisymmetric, unperturbed disk, both emission and shell-line profiles would be time-invariant. This is certainly the case for some well-known objects like β CMi for the classical Be stars or o Aqr for the shell stars (Hanuschik et al. 1996; Rivinius et al. 2006 ). However, some
The shell star ζ Tauri (HR 1910, HD 37202) has been widely studied in the past. The first reason is probably because it is a bright object, whose ideal position in the sky makes it observable from both the northern and southern hemispheres, thus providing a rich dataset. The second and certainly most important reason is because ζ Tauri exhibits various peculiarities that make it the perfect laboratory for understanding the physics of Be stars and for testing theoretical models. Its most important feature is the so-called V/R variation, i.e., the often cyclic fluctuation of the ratio between the violet and red emission peak intensities, in H i lines observed in emission. These variations are thought to be the manifestation of a global-disk oscillation (Kato 1983) , provoking important modifications to the density and velocity structures in the disk.
In Štefl et al. (2009, hereafter ZT I) , a large pool of spectroscopic and spectro-interferometric data covering three complete V/R cycles was gathered and analyzed. In Carciofi et al. (2009, ZT II) , a vertically averaged (hereafter 2D) global-disk oscillation model of Okazaki (1997) and Papaloizou et al. (1992) was combined with the radiative transfer code HDUST to model this dataset. They successfully reproduced the observed V/R cycle of Hα, as well as the spatially resolved AMBER/VLTI interferometric data, providing the first observational and theoretical confirmation of the existence of global density waves. However, the models shown in ZT II were not able to reproduce the V/R cycle of Br 15 and its polarimetric variations. These two observables originate in the inner disk; it was thus hypothesized at the time that the model geometry in these regions was incorrect. A possible solution emerged with the 3D disk oscillation model of Ogilvie (2008) , who has shown that accounting for the vertical structure of the perturbation strongly modifies the properties of the solution for the perturbation pattern in the disk.
There are multiple objectives of the present paper. The first is to quantify the shell-line variations of ζ Tauri that have been, until now, only considered in first order, global quantities. We thus propose a finer grained quantitative description of various aspects of the line profile, not limited to the emission components alone. By doing so, we can assess the diagnostic potential of various line features for probing the disk structure and dynamics. The second objective is to model these variations and test whether or not the V/R parameters determined in ZT II are consistent with the observational diagnostics introduced here. The final objective is to test the model of Ogilvie (2008) in a modified 2.5D version and compare its predictions with the former 2D formalism.
In Sect. 2, we briefly present the observational data and give some details about the various line characteristics we measured. Section 3 is dedicated to the quantitative description of the observed temporal shell-line variations and their relation with the V/R cycles. In Sect. 4, global-disk oscillation models will be compared to observations. Before concluding in Sect. 6, the structure of the models and the effect of some model parameters on the observables will be discussed in Sect. 5. 
Observational data and analysis method
We focus our analysis on the hydrogen lines across the optical and near-IR ranges because these are the lines our numerical tools can model (see next section). The observational material is the same as that used in ZT I and ZT II. It consists of around 300 spectra, combining observations of our own as well as archival data from ESO and from the BeSS database (Neiner et al. 2007 ). The dataset includes three complete V/R cycles of approximately four years each observed between 1997 and 2010. An inspection of the BeSS data observed after 2010 shows that the strength of the disk emission has drastically decreased and at the same time the V/R cycle has ceased so that V/R ≈ 1 since then. Figure 1 (top panel) shows the V/R curve for Hα and Hβ between 1997 and 2010, highlighting the quasi-cyclic nature of the phenomenon. The regions in gray correspond to the triple-peak phases (see below). Although the three cycles (labeled I, II, and III) have slightly different lengths, we followed the definition of ZT I for the V/R phase τ, taking the origin at the very first V/R maximum (MJD 50414) and an average cycle length of 1429 days.
Figure 2 presents a sample of Balmer lines observed at different V/R phases; the vertical dotted lines mark the rest wavelength (null radial velocity). The most striking features are the following:
-τ = 0.98: This phase corresponds to the V/R maximum.
The violet emission peak is extremely strong in Hα and Hβ while it is much weaker, but still observable, in Hγ and Hδ. The red emission component is absent from the last two lines. The central shell absorptions are all redshifted.
-τ = 0.30: These profiles are observed at a phase where V/R ≈ 1, moving toward the V/R minimum. Red emission peaks are a bit stronger than the violet ones in Hα and Hβ. A faint emission is observed on the violet side of Hγ and Hδ. The shell profiles are all centered on the rest velocity (v rad = 0 km s −1 ) and are deeper than in any other phase.
-τ = 0.52: This phase corresponds to the V/R minimum; the observed features are qualitatively the opposite to the ones described for τ = 0.98: the red emission peaks are stronger than the violet ones and the shell absorptions are blueshifted with respect to the rest velocity. Additionally, the shell components appear broader and much shallower. We note that all the lines exhibit a somewhat perturbed profile on their red side. For instance, Hα presents a central depression in its red emission component and, at nearly the same radial velocity, Hβ, Hγ, and Hδ present a peak. These specific features will be discussed in Sect. 5.3.
-τ = 0.81: This phase illustrates very well the difficulty of measuring the V/R ratio and the peak radial velocities during the transition from V < R to V ≈ R (triple-peak phase), as Hα exhibits three emission peaks of comparable intensity. Meanwhile, a small dip appears in the Hβ and Hγ blue emission peaks. The central shell absorptions are all redshifted and are shallower than during previous V/R phases.
This quick overview provides a qualitative description of the phenomenon. We performed a more quantitative approach by measuring various line profile parameters for each spectrum, illustrated on an Hβ profile in Fig. 1 (bottom panel) . The V/R values plotted below for Hα and Br 15 are those from ZT I, they were completed by new measurements on Hβ, Hγ, and Hδ. All the quantities were derived by fitting a Gaussian curve to the top (resp. bottom) of the violet and red emission peaks (resp. central absorption). In the case of a triple-peaked emission profile, the Gaussian was applied to the red component as a whole without considering the additional absorption, making the measurements more uncertain in these specific cases.
-V/R ratio: The V/R ratio can be defined in two different ways, the first considering the peak height above the continuum level (normalized to unity in the present study), the second considering the peak height above the zero flux level. That second more straightforward definition was adopted here. Hence, the V/R values correspond to the ratio between AA (V) and BB (R).
-Depth of the central absorption: The depth of the central core (CC ) was defined as the difference between the local continuum level (equal to unity) and the minimum value at the bottom of the line.
-Position/Radial velocity: The respective heliocentric radial velocities of the central absorption (V c at CC ), violet (V v at AA ), and red (V r at BB ) emission peaks were measured.
-Asymmetry: Based on the recent work of Mon et al. (2013) , we introduced a parameter to quantify the degree of asymmetry of the shell absorption. This parameter is defined as the ratio between the width of the blue wing at half maximum (FG) measured from the line center and the FWHM of the central absorption (FH). A value of 0.5 corresponds to a symmetric profile. Higher values indicate that the blue edge is broader (i.e., farther from the line center) than the red edge; smaller values indicate that the red edge is the broader one.
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Observed spectroscopic variations

Emission line features
The measured V/R variations were presented in Fig. 1 (upper panel) and repeated in Fig. 3 -a as reference for the other observables discussed below. Only Hα (black) and Hβ (red) are plotted as only they exhibit emission peaks pronounced enough to allow meaningful V/R values to be measured for entire cycles. A secondary V/R maximum, whose position coincides with the triple-peak phase, can be identified for Hα in Cycle II and more marginally in Cycle III. Unfortunately, the lack of measurements during these periods does not allow a secondary V/R maximum for Hβ to be identified. The V/R pattern observed in Hβ is of smaller amplitude and occurs slightly earlier than that of the Hα line. Time lags between the V/R variations of different emission lines (Balmer, Brackett, even He i and heavier elements) were highlighted in ZT I and Wisniewski et al. (2007) . Similar features were also found in EW Lac (Kogure & Suzuki 1984; Mon et al. 2013) . Since the emission lines probe different radial zones of the unperturbed circumstellar disk, the time lag between their respective V/R cycles is evidence for the existence of a spiral density wave and, as will be shown in Sect. 4, an excellent diagnostic tool for the global-disk oscillation model.
Despite the large scatter in the measurements, a saw-tooth pattern can be recognized for the peak separation ( Fig. 3-b , black solid lines). This is especially visible in Cycles I and II, where the variation seems to follow the V/R variation, with a possible phase shift. In Cycle III, because of the even more extreme scatter during the triple-peak phase, the distribution looks like a double saw-tooth, with the second peak exhibiting a maximum separation larger than the first.
It was mentioned previously that the large-scale V/R variations vanished after 2010. Some hints of a weakening density perturbation are found in Figs. 3-a and 3-b. The first piece of evidence is the decreasing amplitude, from cycle to cycle, of the V/R variations. The second is the increasing peak separation at the V/R maximum; the larger velocity difference between the two peaks is the likely consequence of a disk progressively moving toward a lower density state by which the one-armed oscillation moves out of resonance.
Shell line features
The violet and red emission peaks are not the only ones to experience velocity shifts; the central shell component exhibits oscillations of its radial velocity apparently synchronized with the V/R variations ( Fig. 3-c) . When the emission peaks are the farthest apart (i.e., at the V/R maximum), the central core reaches its maximum redshift (v rad ≈ +80 km s −1 and ≈ +60 km s −1 at the first and second V/R maximum, respectively). Afterward, as the emission peaks move closer to each other and the V/R ratio decreases, the central core progressively shifts blueward. It reaches its maximum blueshift at the V/R minimum, before shifting back toward red. An extremely large blueshift (down to ≈ −100 km s −1 ) occurs during the triple-peak phase of Cycle III. One can wonder whether these velocity shifts are not just artifacts resulting from the filling-in effect of the lines on their blue side (at V/R maximum) or on their red side (at V/R minimum). This might be conceivable for lines experiencing very strong V/R variations, like Hα, but less obvious for Hγ and Hδ in which the filling-in effect is much weaker. In addition, the similar velocity shifts that are observed in lines from heavier elements that do not experience any V/R variations, like SiII 6347 and HeI 6678 (see Fig. 3 of Štefl et al. 2009 ), favors the scenario in which the central absorption does experience a shift from its rest velocity, thus confirming that the V/R phenomenon is not only a matter of density structure, but also that of associated velocity field.
All the shell lines see their depth ( Fig. 3-d ) dropping very quickly during the V/R maximum before going back rapidly to their usual level. They all exhibit exceptionally shallow profiles during the triple-peak phase of Cycle III, suggesting that the origin of the triple peak may actually be an emission phenomenon filling in the central absorption, instead of an extra absorption as hypothesized by ZT I.
We can barely distinguish an overall consistent cyclic behavior for the shell line asymmetry (Fig. 3-e) . The mean asymmetry parameter is 0.545 for Hβ (red), 0.562 for Hγ (blue), and 0.565 for Hδ (green), which indicates that all the lines are on average slightly broader on their blue side. This blueward asymmetry seems to increase progressively for higher members of the Balmer series; however, the difference from one line to another is extremely small. Intriguingly, the asymmetry of Hβ and Hγ are strongly and differently affected during the triple-peak phase of Cycle III, the former becoming broader on its blue side and the latter on its red side; Hδ stays surprisingly unperturbed during that period.
We conclude that the depth and position of the shell absorption offer promising diagnostic potential for the V/R phenomenon, whereas the shell-line asymmetry does not, as it seemingly does not correlate with the V/R cycle. This last statement should nonetheless be moderated by the fact that shell profiles are, on average, broader on their blue edge, which should be accounted for while testing our models as it is another hint of the spiral pattern.
Modeling the data
Tools and method
The computer code HDUST (Carciofi & Bjorkman 2006 ) was used to model the observed features described above. It is designed to solve the coupled problems of radiative transfer, radiative equilibrium, and statistical equilibrium in a non-local thermodynamical equilibrium (NLTE) regime. A Monte Carlo approach is adopted: once emitted by the photosphere, the path of each photon across the stellar envelope is followed. The radiative equilibrium is ensured because the absorbed photons are reemitted with a direction and a wavelength determined by the local conditions. Both continuum and line processes are included in order to compute the opacity and the emissivity of the gas.
The highly variable nature of ζ Tauri requires a methodic approach and the combination of a disk oscillation model with HDUST. The modeling campaign from ZT II was performed in two steps. The first step consisted in fitting the average observed properties (optical and infrared SEDs, continuum polarization Hα peak separation) in order to fix the stellar and average disk parameters. The theoretical background describing the structure of the unperturbed disk (see Appendix A) assumes a steady-state viscous decretion disk in hydrostatic balance in the vertical direction and truncated by the binary at the tidal radius (18.6 R * for ζ Tauri). The second step adopted the 2D global-disk oscillation model of Okazaki (1997) in order to reproduce the timedependent properties of ζ Tauri: on the unperturbed state was superposed a linear m = 1 perturbation in the form of a normal mode of frequency ω.
In this paper we adopt the model proposed by Ogilvie (2008) for describing the dynamical structure of the disk, and combine it with HDUST for computing line profiles and other observables. The model of Ogilvie (2008) includes the hitherto ignored z component (in cylindrical coordinates , φ, z) in the calculations. This 3D formalism requires the perturbed quantities to be expanded in the z-direction by means of Hermite polynomials (see Appendix B). A positive aspect of these 3D models is that, in contrast to their 2D counterparts, they are able to produce prograde confined perturbation modes, as expected on both theoretical (Papaloizou et al. 1992; Oktariani & Okazaki 2009 ) and observational grounds (Telting et al. 1994; Vakili et al. 1998) , without using any weak line force (Chen & Marlborough 1994) .
Since this new model predicts a complex structure for the circumstellar disk, we adopted in this work a 2.5D approach, resulting from the integration of the 3D perturbed disk structure in the z direction. This simplified approach is a first step toward a planned full 3D treatment. It allows a meaningful comparison between the new theory and the previous 2D formalism. In practice, the method consists first in solving the 3D equations (B.19 to B.21) describing the perturbed disk, the solutions of which are expressed by equations B.24 to B.27. Afterward, by adopting a null value for the second-order terms (w 2 and h 2 ), the vertical components are neglected and only the zeroth-order perturbed quantities, which are independent of the vertical coordinate, remain. As will be seen below, this 2.5D model already brings various changes to the model structure and, consequently, in the resulting observables. It qualitatively improves our modeling capacities, thus building a useful bridge between the previous 2D and the upcoming 3D models.
Presentation of the models
Our reference model (Model 1) was computed with the 2D formalism and the stellar, orbital, and geometric parameters constrained in ZT II (their Table 1 ). Ogilvie (2008) noted that 3D models are naturally more confined than their 2D counterparts. The degree of confinement of the perturbation mode is defined by the viscosity parameter α, first introduced by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) . To allow a direct comparison between the two formalisms, Model 2 was run with the same parameters as Model 1 and a 2.5D structure for the perturbed disk. In order to test the effect of the viscosity parameter, various 2.5D models with different values of α were computed. The last model discussed below (Model 3) was computed with the same parameters as the other two and α = 0.8 (instead of 0.4). It was chosen because it provides a density wave confinement, materialized by the amplitude of its V/R variations, comparable to the one predicted by the reference model (Sect. 4.3 and Fig. 5 ). The respective disk structure of each model will be discussed further in Sect. 5.1; their main differences are summarized in Table 1 .
To make the comparison with our models easier, the observational data were converted in phase based on the ephemerides measured in ZT I. The V/R phase τ is usually defined such that τ = 0 at the V/R maximum. To simulate the temporal variation the observables experience while the density wave precesses around the star, for a given model we compute the emerging spectrum for several azimuthal coordinates φ. The V/R phase τ is related to the model phase φ by
where φ 0 is the phase shift applied to each model in order to match the observational phase τ (see Table 1 ). An illustration of the Balmer line profiles predicted by all three models is given in Fig. 4 , at V/R phases close to those pre- sented in Fig. 2 . The features are qualitatively the same as those described in Sect. 3. The most obvious difference is the absence of triple-peaked profiles in the models, suggesting that whatever the physical process underlying this phenomenon is, it is neither included in nor predicted by our current models. This idea is also supported by the very similar central absorption depths predicted by the models on phases φ = 0.25 and φ = 0.75, contrasting with the large differences observed in Fig. 2 between phases τ = 0.30 and τ = 0.81. The same quantities presented in Fig. 1 (bottom panel) were measured on the model spectra, and compared to the observational ones in Figs. 5 -7.
Emission line features
The properties of the emission lines are essential diagnostic tools for our models because they probe the physical conditions throughout the disk. The V/R variations and peak separation predicted by our models are plotted in Fig. 5 and compared to the observed ones. We chose Hα to illustrate our results because the larger dataset allows a better comparison. Nevertheless, all the comments below apply identically to Hβ. Model 1 (from ZT II) provides a reasonable match to the V/R variations. Switching to the 2.5D formalism and keeping all the parameters fixed (Model 2) results in a more confined density wave, as demonstrated by a V/R curve whose shape and amplitude do not match the observations. This was fixed by increasing the viscosity parameter (Model 3). The resulting shape is quite different, however, as Model 3 reaches the V/R minimum sooner than Model 1 and presents a sort of plateau between τ ≈ 0.5 and τ ≈ 0.8. During the V < R phases, the ability of Model 1 and Model 3 to reproduce the observations does not seem qualitatively different. During the V > R phases, Model 3 predicts a sharper V/R profile, more in agreement with the observations. As expected from the line profiles plotted in Fig. 4 , the models are not able to explain the triple-peak phases (marked as gray-shaded areas in this and the following plots for reference). Reproducing the peak separation variations is more problematic. All the models exhibit variations whose amplitude is smaller than what is observed. The 2D model (Model 1) is the one that matches best the saw-tooth pattern observed in Cycle I and Cycle II. The 2.5D models predict more perturbed variations, especially Model 3, which exhibits a secondary minimum that looks like the double saw-tooth pattern observed in Cycle III but with a much smaller amplitude.
Shell line features
While the emission lines sample the disk as a whole, the region probed by the shell lines is restrained to the line of sight. The diagnostics they provide should not be neglected, as their properties (absorption depth, central position, asymmetry) reflect the structure and dynamics of the disk in the observer's direction. A comparison between our models and the observed shell-line properties is proposed in Fig. 6 , for Hγ.
Looking first at the position of the central absorption (top panel), there is an obvious discrepancy between the model predictions and the observations. First, the models are displaced in phase while for the same value of φ 0 they match the V/R phase of Hα perfectly. Second, the average position (similar for each model ≈ 47 km s −1 ) is at a higher velocity than the observed (≈ 11 km s −1 ). Finally, the amplitude of the variations is clearly far too small in the models.
If we exclude the triple-peak phases, the models exhibit variations in the shell absorption depth whose amplitude is compatible with the observations. The scarcity of the observational data does not allow the variation pattern predicted by the models to be validated.
The results for the line asymmetry (bottom panel) also highlight strong challenges for the models; they predict largeamplitude (between 0.2 and 0.8) cyclic variations, while the observations show very little variation (amplitude ≈ 0.1) and no sign of cyclic behavior. Model 3 predicts shell lines that are on average slightly broader on their blue side (average asymmetry parameter ≈ 0.515), as might be expected from the results in Sect. 3.2, whereas Model 1 predicts more symmetric shell line profiles (average asymmetry parameter ≈ 0.505) and Model 2 shell lines slightly broader on their red side (average asymmetry parameter ≈ 0.495). The differences between the three models are marginal, however, considering the typical error on the asymmetry parameter (±0.067 for the spectral resolution of our models).
Overall, these results highlight a limitation of our models in their current form. The 2D model was shown by ZT II to offer a good description of the spectro-interferometric data observed by VLTI/AMBER, which are sensitive to the on-the-sky distribution of the disk intensity. This and the good overall fit to the V/R variations suggest that the models reasonably reproduce the density distribution of gas across the disk. However, the line features of ζ Tauri, considered in such detail for the first time, are influenced not only by the density distribution, but also by the disk kinematics. In particular, the shell features are sensitive to the line-of-sight projected velocity of the disk. Therefore, the general failure of both the 2D model by Okazaki (1997) and Papaloizou et al. (1992) and the present 2.5D model based on the works of Ogilvie (2008) to reproduce them suggests that both models are predicting the wrong kinematic structure for the disk.
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IR lines and polarization
Two important issues were highlighted in ZT II concerning the 2D global-disk oscillation model. The first was its inability to reproduce the phase of the V/R cycle of Br 15. The model reproduced the observed amplitude, but had to be artificially shifted by 0.2 in phase in order to match the observations. The second was about the polarization: the model predicted variations whose amplitude was much larger than the observed one. Since both the IR lines and the polarization originate from the innermost regions of Be disks, it was concluded in ZT II that the 2D model was unable to predict the correct disk structure in these regions. This was supported by the work of Ogilvie (2008) , who showed how much stronger the confinement of the oscillation modes is when a 3D perturbation is adopted. Figure 7 (top panel) compares the three aforementioned models with the observed Br 15 V/R cycle (data from ZT I). Models 1 and 3 both reproduce the amplitude of the variations, but Model 3 clearly does a better job at reproducing the V/R phase. Model 2 obviously presents the worse fit quality, as was the case for the Hα cycle. It was evoked previously that the time lag, or equivalently the phase shift, between the V/R maxima of different emission lines is an important diagnostic tool for the global-disk oscillation model. The ability of the 2.5D formalism to consistently fit the V/R variations of Hα and Br 15 represents a great step in our understanding of the phenomenon, as it puts some constraints on the properties of the spiral arm perturbation, further discussed in Sect. 5.
We now consider the continuum polarization (Fig. 7 , bottom panel). The observations show an average level of 1.45% and a standard deviation of ±0.07%. Model 2 is the model providing the smallest polarization level (1.12% in average). Model 1 and Model 3 exhibit a higher level (1.28% and 1.26%, respectively) but remain below the observations. This result tends to favor less confined models, but we see in Sect. 5.2 that other factors can produce an average level comparable to the observed one. Regarding the amplitude of the variations, Model 2 matches the observations better, while Model 1 and Model 3 predict too large large (±0.14%) and too small variations (±0.05%), respectively. To summarize, none of these models provides a satisfactory fit to the polarization data, as they can either match the average level or the amplitude, but not the two simultaneously. On a more qualitative note, the shape of the polarization variations predicted by the 2.5D models present two maxima per V/R cycle, as expected on observational grounds, while the 2D formalism presents a centered, single-maximum pattern.
Discussion
Structure of the solution
In the previous sections, we showed that switching from the 2D to the 2.5D formalism and increasing the viscosity parameter, α, imply large modifications on the observables computed by our models. In this section we discuss how these modifications reflect important changes in the model disk structure, especially regarding the shape of the spiral density wave. Table 2 . Summary of the main parameters for the models presented in Sect. 4 and Sect. 5 and their impact on the following observables: amplitude of the V/R variations ∆ V/R, average peak separation < v peak >, amplitude of the peak separation variations ∆ v peak , average polarization level < Pol(V%) >, and amplitude of the polarization variations ∆ Pol(V%). An illustration of these structural differences is given in Fig. 8 , where the disk density perturbation pattern is represented for the three models detailed previously. The shading indicates the amplitude and sign of the perturbation, from density deficit (lighter colors) to density enhancements (darker colors). A simple visual comparison between Model 1 and Model 2 (left and center panels, respectively) shows qualitatively how the strength of the confinement of the density wave changes while moving from the 2D to the 2.5D formalism: in the former, the spiral arms extend up to ≈ 10 R e while in the latter they are restrained within
It is only by adopting a high value of α that the 2.5D formalism produces density perturbations able to spread at larger radii (Model 3, right panel). That parameter was introduced by Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) to characterize the efficiency of the angular momentum transport in a turbulent, differentially rotating medium. Higher values of α imply a more efficient diffusion of the density wave, explaining why the perturbation spread farther in Model 3. The results of Shakura & Sunyaev (1973) suggested that α cannot be greater than 1 in the case of turbulent viscosity, so adopting a value as large as 0.8 in our models can almost be seen as a limit case (see, e.g., the recent determination of α = 1.0 ± 0.2 for the disk of 28 CMa made by Carciofi et al. 2012 ).
The spiral arm perturbation can be characterized not only by its extent/confinement, but also by how tight it is wound around the star. On that score, it can be seen in Fig. 8 that the 2.5D models exhibit more coiled spiral patterns than the 2D model. Keeping in mind that ZT II defined φ 0 as the azimuth of the minimum of the density perturbation pattern at the base of the disk, the different coil from one model to another is what explains the large phase shift seen between Model 1 (φ 0 = 280
• ) and Models 2 and 3 (φ 0 = 35
• and φ 0 = 55 • , respectively). In addition, the tighter coil of the spiral arm of Model 3, compared to Model 1, explains why the first does a better job at fitting the V/R phase of Br 15 than the second.
Diagnostic potential
Overall, the previous results indicate that the 2.5D formalism provides a better representation of the global-disk oscillation phenomenon, at least regarding the intensity diagnostics, such as the V/R curves of Hα and Br 15. It remains less conclusive regarding the kinematics diagnostics, such as the shell features.
Various model parameters determined in ZT II were kept fixed for the analysis presented above. Among these parameters, some may strongly affect the on-the-sky projected disk density, namely the base density of the disk, its vertical scale height, and its inclination angle with respect to the observer. The impact of these three quantities on the observables are now studied to test whether the values determined in ZT II remain the best ones in the 2.5D formalism framework.
Model 3 (2.5D with α = 0.8) will be taken as reference here; starting from that model, we made the (unperturbed) base density ρ 0 , the scale height H 0 and the inclination angle i vary. The model parameters are compiled in Table 2 and the results pictured in Fig. 9 for three observables: the Hα V/R variations (top row), peak separation (middle row), and the continuum polarization (bottom row).
We consider first the unperturbed base density (left column, blue), i.e., the density (expressed in g cm −3 ) in the equatorial plane of the disk and at its innermost radius. The models presented in Sect. 4 were computed with ρ 0 = 7.9×10
−11 g cm −3 ; we increased that value by 20, 50, and 100%. Doing so tends to progressively reduce the amplitude of both V/R variation and peak separation, hence degrading the fit to these two observables. On the other hand, higher densities tend to match the polarimetric data slightly better, although without reaching the observed level. As highlighted by Haubois et al. (2014, their Fig. 4) , the relation between polarization and density is not straightforward as it also depends strongly on the effective temperature of the central star. For tenuous disks, the polarization level increases linearly with the density, whatever the effective temperature is. For denser disks, the growing contribution of multiple-scattering and pre-scattering absorption leads to a non-linear variation of the polarization with base density. Zeta Tauri seems to lie in a regime where raising its base density by a large amount does not affect its polarization level significantly.
In the isothermal viscous decretion disk model (Carciofi & Bjorkman 2006) , the radial density fall-off is a power law with a slope of −3.5 and the vertical density structure is a Gaussian with a scale height given by
where,
crit R e is the scale height at the base of the disk, c s the sound speed, V crit the critical velocity, and β = 1.5 for isothermal disks. In ZT II, Fig. 9 . Testing the effect of the disk base density (left column, blue), vertical scale height (middle column, green), and inclination angle (right column, red) on the V/R variations (top and center row) and V band polarization (bottom row) predicted by HDUST models. The black solid line represents Model 3, taken here as a reference for our tests. The model parameters are summarized in Table 2 . For clarity, we limited the V/R observational sample at Cycle I only and plotted it in light gray.
H 0 was fixed to 0.208 R by adopting a gas temperature of about 70% of the stellar effective temperature on the equatorial plane. For our tests, we increased H 0 up to 0.249 R , corresponding to a gas temperature equal to the effective temperature. The effect on the observables can be summarized as follows: (i) the V/R curve appears little affected; (ii) the maximum peak separation slightly increases, but still remains well below the observed values; (iii) the average polarization increases to a level comparable to the observations while the amplitude of the variations remains almost unchanged, and thus is a bit too small.
The inclination angle was determined in ZT II through the fits to SED and continuum polarization. It was shown at the time that a difference as small as 2
• greatly affects the polarization. This is confirmed in Fig. 9 (right column, red): the average polarization level decreases (resp. increases) significantly for slightly higher (resp. lower) inclination, with respect to the reference model. A lower inclination angle (i = 83
• , dotted line) seems more consistent with the observed polarization level, but it slightly degrades the fit to both the V/R variations and peak separation. Instead, a higher inclination angle (i = 87
• , dashed line) provides larger values of the maximum peak separation, almost comparable to the observed maximum, but then the polarization level becomes far too low. In summary, it appears possible to improve the match with the polarization data by tuning the three aforementioned quantities, but this implies degrading the fit to the observed V/R variations. It is also possible to improve the match with the observed peak separation, at the cost of making the match with the polarization data even worse. From those considerations, the base density and inclination angle determined in ZT II remain the best parameters to fit the V/R quantities. This was not unexpected since they were determined independently and without any former consideration for the disk oscillation formalism.
The scale height of the disk has been explored here for the first time. Its strong impact on the polarization level together with its extremely light impact on both Hα V/R variations and peak separation might indicate that its influence is limited to the innermost regions of the disk. Based on the polarization diagnostics, it appears that values of H 0 higher than those adopted in ZT II are favored.
The Hα profile: triple-peak or double-dip?
In the two previous sections, we pointed out the various unusual features observed during the triple-peak phases. The origin (i.e., the physical process giving rise to those profiles) and nature (three distinct emission components vs. self-absorption overlapping with an emission component) of the triple-peaked profiles are puzzling issues that, together with the shell-line profile perturbations highlighted here, deserve some discussion. Various systems, like Be/X-ray binaries (Moritani et al. 2011) , exhibit spectroscopic features that look similar but whose origin might differ from those observed in ζ Tauri. The discussion below likely applies to objects like ζ Tauri, namely Be-shell binaries undergoing V/R variations, and does not exclude another origin for triple-peaked features observed in other Be stars.
The spectroscopic diagnostics provide somewhat contradictory clues regarding the origin of the triple-peaked features. For instance, ZT I noted that other non-hydrogen emission lines in the visual range do not experience a triple-peak phase. On the one hand, the absence of triple-peaked profiles in optically thin lines like O i 8446, which probes the Hα-forming region due to Lyβ resonance pumping (Andrillat et al. 1988) , suggest that its origin is probably not an actual local density enhancement. Considering the shell nature of ζ Tauri, a self-absorption located at the base of the disk and overlapping with the emission compo-nent might be invoked. On the other hand, the absence of triplepeaked profiles in optically thick lines, like Fe ii 6318, suggests that the feature originates from the outer disk, since those lines are supposed to be formed closer to the star than Hα and Hβ. This would support a binary origin, as the companion would more likely affect the outermost regions of the disk.
The results presented in Sects. 3.1 and 3.2 support the idea that, whatever mechanism is creating the triple-peaked profiles, it should be effective both in the outer disk, from where the emission lines originate, and in the inner disk, from where the shell lines originate. On that score, the triple-peak phase of Cycle III is particularly interesting: it is the shortest one, 1 but also the one where the most spectacular alterations of the velocity field happen. This would favor a spiral arm-related process rather than a companion-related one. Indeed, since the extent of the spiral arm gets apparently smaller during Cycle III (Sect. 3.1), its precession time would logically follow the same trend, and so would the duration of its triple-peak phase.
Identifying the nature of the triple-peaked profiles might help us to better understand their origin. Traditionally, disturbed Hα profiles like the ones displayed by ζ Tauri around τ = 0.75 have been called triple-peaked profiles, for obvious reasons. However, the density modulation induced by a one-armed disk oscillation is very smooth (see Fig. 8 ). It provides little inspiration for the delineation of three distinct line-emitting regions. The general success of the model even for ζ Tauri suggests that the presence of the companion does not change this significantly.
However, restricting the search for an interpretation to absorption could lead to an increasing number of additional free parameters for our models. For instance, there could be selfabsorption in a high-density region or the companion star could excite a warping mode of the disk, which would require not only an extension of our code to 3D, but also an expansion of its dynamical basis. However, there is an ansatz, which does not add any new parameters: the double-dip phenomenon, which it will be discussed here, is most prominent in Hα.
Because it is almost a resonance line, Hα absorption forms along the line of sight to the central star over a very large range in distance, larger than for any other Balmer line. If the effect of the one-armed disk oscillation is pictured as a spiral pattern of density enhancement (Fig. 8) , it is conceivable that the line of sight intersects the increased-density zone of the spiral twice, at about the same azimuth (modulo 360
• ) but different radii. Of the resulting two discrete absorption components, one would be roughly shared with the high-order Balmer lines forming in the inner disk while the latter would exhibit at most traces of the second absorption in Hα. Because the spiral is one-armed, double dips only occur once per V/R cycle. This description seems to be in qualitative agreement with the observations of ζ Tau. In this scenario, double dips would always occur at roughly the same phase in all stars, namely when the outer Hα-absorbing end of the spiral crosses the line of sight, which corresponds to the middle of the ascending branch of V/R cycles (τ ≈ 0.75).
The apparent restriction of the double-dip phenomenon to shell stars with a companion (Rivinius et al. 2006; Štefl et al. 2007 ) could imply that the companion not only truncates the disk but also changes its dynamics. For instance, the disk eigenmodes could be affected or the viscosity could be increased, leading to a more strongly wound spiral pattern (see Fig. 8 ). Cycle-to-cycle differences in the appearance of double-dip line profiles, as observed in ζ Tau, may supply additional useful interpretative con-1 It is worth noticing that Cycle III is also the shortest V/R cycle, with 1230 days (see Table 2 of ZT I). straints. A forthcoming paper will more specifically investigate the physical basis, if any, of this picture and explore more quantitatively the diagnostic value of double-dip shell absorptions.
Conclusions
We undertook the analysis of the Be shell star ζ Tauri, introducing new criteria to quantify the variations of its spectroscopic characteristics. The quantitative analysis of its observational data was complemented with a detailed modeling, adopting a new formalism based on the results of Ogilvie (2008) . The main observational results are the following:
-As expected, the V/R variations are accompanied by variations of the peak separation; the latter exhibiting a saw-tooth pattern identifiable despite the large scatter among the observational points. -Shell lines exhibit marginal variations in depth and more obvious variations in velocity. Their apparent synchronism with the V/R variations make them good diagnostic tools for our models. Surprisingly, the asymmetry of the shell lines does not vary much. The average value for the asymmetry parameter indicates that shell lines are generally broader on their blue side. -Between 1997 and 2010, ζ Tauri experienced three complete V/R cycles. Each cycle exhibits a period during which the emission profiles of Hα and Hβ are perturbed, making the measurement of the V/R ratio and peak separation uncertain. The origin and nature of this so-called triple-peak phase has been discussed and a possible explanation, the double-dip, has been suggested. The existence of such features only in Be-shell stars with a companion suggest that the physical mechanism creating these profiles may be triggered (or enhanced) by the companion itself.
From our modeling efforts, we reached the following conclusions (also summarized in Table 3 ):
-The new 2.5D global-disk oscillation formalism is generally preferred over the previous 2D model. In particular, the 2.5D formalism solves the Br 15 phase problem found by Carciofi et al. (2009) and improves the agreement with the observed continuum polarization if a larger disk scale height is adopted. This is an encouraging first step toward our forthcoming 3D formalism. -Our models (both 2D and 2.5D) fail to reproduce most of the shell-line properties. They predict variations that are too small for the position of the shell absorption component and large asymmetry variations that are not observed. They were thus not used as diagnostic tools for constraining model parameters, but they highlighted a current limitation of our models that we shall explore in the near future. -As expected by the theory, for a given value of the viscosity parameter α, 2.5D models produce much more confined spiral density perturbations than their 2D counterparts. Since reproducing the V/R variations requires less confined perturbation modes, larger values of α must be adopted while computing 2.5D models. This finding is in agreement with the recent determination of a large α (= 1) for 28 CMa by Carciofi et al. (2012) . -The effect on the observables of some model input parameters has been assessed. The base density and inclination angle determined in ZT II remain valid within the 2.5D formalism. The disk vertical scale height has been explored here Article number, page 11 of 14 A&A proofs: manuscript no. ztau for the first time; the tests realized on various observables, the polarization in particular, tend to favor larger values for that parameter.
The present paper is the first of a series. The second is already in preparation and aims at applying the 2.5D model to interferometric data observed with AMBER/VLTI and MIRC/CHARA. As mentioned earlier, the 2.5D formalism discussed here is a useful step toward the 3D treatment, not the final model. The third paper of the series will be dedicated to the 3D modeling of ζ Tauri, gathering all the data presented in the first two papers. The results presented here suggest that the density distribution across the disk is already correctly reproduced by the 2.5D model, but not the kinematic structure. Therefore, the biggest challenge the 3D model will have to face is reproducing the amplitude of the line-of-sight velocity variations, and providing a consistent picture of both the density and kinematic structure of perturbed Be disks.
